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LEARN. SHARE. ADVANCE.

Scholarly Communication Services help the campus community navigate evolving publishing process, copyright, open access, and other related issues in ways that promote research dissemination, accessibility, and impact. We support you on tools, initiatives, policies, and services pertaining to the research life-cycle, from open accessing your scholarship to creating, publishing, sharing, evaluating, and preserving it.

**Scholarly Impact**
Tools and services to help enhance visibility of scholarly works and enrich scholarly identity.
- Scholarly identity and impact
  https://libguides.uta.edu/ORCID
- Track your scholarly impact matrices

Contact at LIBRARY-SC@listserv.uta.edu

**Open Access Initiatives**
Tools and services that reduce barriers to scholars publishing their works as open access.
- Deposit your work in ResearchCommons
  https://rc.library.uta.edu/uta-ir/
- Start your own Open Access journal
  https://libguides.uta.edu/OApublishing/start

Contact at LIBRARY-SC@listserv.uta.edu

**Copyright & Fair Use**
Guides and tools for using materials produced by others in your scholarly or creative works.

Learn about Copyright & Fair Use:
https://libguides.uta.edu/copyright/home

Contact at LIBRARY-SC@listserv.uta.edu

**Research Data**
Tools and services to support researchers in Data Management
https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/data-management, Data Visualization
https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/data-analysis-and-visualization, GIS
https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/gis, and Data Publishing
https://library.uta.edu/scholcomm/data-publishing.

Contact at dataCAVE@uta.edu
## List ETDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Student name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Advisor Name</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Submission date</th>
<th>Approval date</th>
<th>Cohort Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Smith, Jately S</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Elaine Tenor</td>
<td>Cognitive Behavioral Activation to Reduce Crime Preclusion Among Male Gay and Bisexual Male Service Members</td>
<td>12/02/2015</td>
<td>12/14/2015</td>
<td>new &amp; in process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Liu, Wenhua</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Ginger Sidwell</td>
<td>Determination of Total and Inhibitory Receptor Activity in ACE: Amino Acid Substitution of ACE: Amino Acid Substitution of ACE: Amino Acid Substitution of ACE: Amino Acid Substitution</td>
<td>12/02/2015</td>
<td>12/14/2015</td>
<td>new &amp; in process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ruzick, Erik D</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Ginger Sidwell</td>
<td>Controlling the Adherence of Carbohydrate Complexes and Artificially Instructed Systems Using a Novel Hybridization for Clinical Relevance</td>
<td>12/02/2015</td>
<td>12/14/2015</td>
<td>new &amp; in process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Affiliation**
- College: [choose]
- Department: [choose]
- Degree: [choose]

**Phone & Address**
- Permanent Phone: [ ]
- Permanent Address: [ ]

**License Agreement**

We must agree to the non-exclusive license below in order to continue:

1. The University Libraries (hereafter called "Institution") and my academic department (hereafter called "Department") recognize the exclusive right to copy, display, perform, distribute and publish the content (subject to this repository's requirements) in any format or part of a repository or repository communication or distribution forum.
2. I understand that the work is submitted, a bibliographic citation to the work can remain visible to the public, and that the work is subject to copyright.

I warrant that:

1. I am the copyright owner of the work, or
2. I am the copyright owner and have permission from the other authors to submit the work, or
3. my institution or department is the copyright owner and has permission to submit the work, or
4. another party is the copyright owner and I have permission to submit the work.

Based on this, I further warrant to my knowledge:

1. I intend to include all necessary permissions in my work.
2. The work does not infringe on any copyrighted material owned by the University Libraries.

By checking here, I agree to the above license in its entirety.

PhD and Master's Dissertations and Theses

Dissemination Agreement

This agreement is between the author (hereafter called "Author") and ProQuest LLC, through its ProQuest dissertation business (hereafter called "ProQuest"). Under this agreement, the Author grants ProQuest certain rights to preserve, archive and disseminate.
Welcome to Student Creative Works Submission System

To get started with your submission, click the link below. You will be asked to authenticate using your NetID:

[Link to login]

Contact: LIBRARY.501@utdallas.edu

[Thesis and Dissertation Management System]

[USTA Libraries logo]
License Agreement

You retain the copyright in your work. You must agree to the non-exclusive license below in order to continue:

[Submission License]
I grant my home institution (hereafter called "institution"), and my academic department (hereafter called "department") the non-exclusive rights to copy, display, perform, distribute and publish the content I submit to this repository (hereafter called "work") and to make the work available in any format as part of the institution or department repository communication or distribution efforts.

I understand that once the work is submitted, a bibliographic citation to the work can remain visible in perpetuity, even if the work is updated or removed.

I understand that the work's copyright owner(s) will continue to own copyright outside these non-exclusive granted rights.

I warrant that:
1) I am the copyright owner of the work, or
2) I am one of the copyright owners and have permission from the other owners to submit the work, or
3) My institution or department is the copyright owner and I have permission to submit the work, or
4) Another party is the copyright owner and I have permission to submit the work.

Based on this, I further warrant to my knowledge:
1) The work does not infringe any copyright, patent, or trade secrets of any third party.
2) The work does not contain any libelous matter, nor invade the privacy of any person or third party.
3) That no right in the work has been sold, mortgaged, or otherwise disposed of, and is free from all claims.

I agree to hold institution, department, and their agents harmless for any liability arising from any breach of the above warranties or any claim of intellectual property infringement arising from the exercise of these non-exclusive granted rights.

[UTA ResearchCommons Submission Agreement]
I grant the UTA ResearchCommons (https://rc.library.uta.edu/uta-r/) the non-exclusive rights to copy, display, perform, distribute and publish the content I submit to the repository and to make the work available in any medium or format in perpetuity.

I warrant that I hold the copyright to this work and grant permission for putting it in the UTA ResearchCommons, or to have the approval of the copyright holder(s) to do so. I further warrant that to my knowledge, the work does not infringe any copyright, nor violate any proprietary rights, nor contain any libelous matter, nor invade the privacy of any person or third party.

I understand that once a work is deposited in the repository, a bibliographic citation to the work will remain visible in perpetuity, even if the item is removed.

Choosing a Creative Commons license gives you the ability to control how your work will be used. Every Creative Commons license grants people what they may do with your work without asking your permission first. For more information about Creative Commons licenses can be found on this website http://creativecommons.org/, or contact at LIBRARIES@uta.edu

By checking here you agree to the above license in its entirety.

Save and Continue

“UTA ResearchCommons Submission Agreement”
Undergraduate Research Day
Upload Your Files

Instructions:
In this step you will upload your work to the server. Additional supplementary files will be available along with your main work.

Upload Primary Document

* Your work in PDF:

“Your Work in PDF”

Upload Additional Files

Supplemental Files: Upload only supplemental files such as audio, video or data sets.

Source Files: Upload the source files used to create your manuscript such as a Word Document, LATEX Source file, etc. These files will be used to improve the digital preservation potential of your document.

Administrative Files: Upload additional administrative files such as a signed release form or other local administrative requirement.

Document Type: choose type

Browse for Additional Document: Browse... No file selected

Save and Continue >>
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Received 2019 Undergraduate Research - Poster submission

Dear Yumi Ohira:

You are receiving this message to confirm the successful submission of your 2019 Undergraduate Research - Poster to the UTA Libraries Office.

The submission is available for your review at:

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsubmit.student.library.uta.edu%2Fsubmit%26amp;data=02%7C01%7Cyumi.ohira%40uta.edu%7C0%7C40df5555f014a1a46f54408d7e68d81%7C%7Cdc6b3d7e6c8a17372be3b8e019f7C%7C%7C6137100100175327569%7C&amp;data=esCpG1R8G32WIP4DuiWUM1H1Ntn5FandwQlZ2OtJbqyU5%3D&amp;reserved=0

The following information is included for your convenience:

Title: This is the live text
Type: 2019 Undergraduate Research - Poster
Status: Submitted

You do not need to reply to this message. The status of your submission, along with any necessary comments or information, is available at the web address listed above. If you have any questions about your submittal, feel free to contact our office.

UTA Libraries
Contact: LIBRARY-SC@listerv.uta.edu
UTA Student Creative Works Submission System

https://submit-student.library.uta.edu/
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
LIROP facilitates undergraduate participation in faculty-mentored research or creative projects. Funding is awarded to students for a semester while they assume apprenticeship with a faculty mentor's research group or conducts independent research under the guidance of a faculty member.

LOUIS STOKES ALLIANCE FOR MINORITY PARTICIPATION (LSAMP)
Since 1993, the University of Texas System Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) has sought to increase the number of underrepresented minority students pursuing careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers. The three LSAMP programs include the Summer Research Academy (SRA), the Summer Research Academy: Liberal Arts (SRA:LA), and the Summer Research Academy: Liberal Arts (SRA:LA).

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROGRAM (UGRAP)
UGRAP allows students to use their federal work-study to work on a research project under the guidance and mentorship of a UTA faculty member. The goal of this initial concept is to help students develop the skills that will be necessary for successful research.